IACBE Board of Commissioners Meeting
December 2018
Orlando, Florida

Summary of Accreditation Decisions

**Commissioners Present:** Laurie Yates-Chair, Patrick Hafford-Vice-Chair, Scott Schroeder, Mark Hatton, Todd Herseth, Brenda Canning, Linda Kuechler, Michelle Reiss, Rhoda Sautner, J.D. Mosley-Matchett.

**Staff Present:** Phyllis Okrepkie, Ted Collins

**First-Time Accreditation Reviews**

*The Basel School of Business (Switzerland)*- Granted First-time accreditation for its business programs with no notes, one observation, and three commendations

*Hope International University (California)*- Granted First-time accreditation for its business programs with one note, three observations, and no commendations

*Montana Technological University (Montana)*- Granted First-time accreditation for its business programs with four notes, one observation, and no commendations

*Washington University of Virginia (Virginia)*- Granted First-time accreditation for its business programs with one note, no observations, and four commendations

**Reaffirmation of Accreditation Reviews**

*Baker College-Center for Graduate Studies (Michigan)*- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with no notes, no observations, and two commendations

*Geneva Business School (Switzerland)*- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with one note, no observations, and two commendations
Lincoln College (Illinois)- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with one note, five observations, and one commendation

North Park University (Illinois)- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with two notes, no observations, and no commendation

Candidacy Reviews

Aspen University (Colorado)- Candidacy status deferred

GAIA Escuela de Negocios (Guatemala)- Granted candidacy status

University of Lodz (Poland)- Granted candidacy status

New Location Reviews

Saint Peter’s University (New Jersey)- Granted approval of new branch location

WSB University in Poznan (Poland)- Granted approval of new branch location

Previously Deferred Actions

Dickinson State University (North Dakota)- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with no notes, two observations, and no commendations

University of Guam (Guam)- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with three notes, no observations, and no commendations

Other Accreditation Actions

Extension of Accreditation

Massachusetts Maritime Academy (Massachusetts)- Granted an extension of accreditation until April 30, 2022

Northwest Christian University (Oregon)- Granted an extension of accreditation until December 31, 2021

Previous Note Actions

Alaska Pacific University (Alaska)- Note satisfied, move to good standing

Institut Superieur Europeen de Gestion (ISEG) (France)- Move to educational membership
Universidad Politecnica de Puerto Rico (Puerto Rico)-move to educational membership

Wilmington University (Delaware)-remove probation with one note